A ‘cultural shift’ puts Greeks in the hot spot

An examination of the past and future of alcohol on Greek row

By Adam E.H. Wilson

On Aug. 17, 1993, an 18-year-old student named Alex Petreski made news. The day began with the usual weekend shopping trip to the Idaho Falls Safeway, and in the back seat of the car, he told his friends, "I’ve been drinking all day."

The story may sound familiar, but it was a turning point in the history of Greek life at the University of Idaho. The University of Idaho Greeks, an organization that includes all Greek life on campus, was founded in 1935. It is comprised of four fraternities and five sororities and is one of the largest Greek organizations in the state. The Greek organization is responsible for hosting events such as tailgates and parties, as well as coordinating with the university to ensure that all activities are conducted within the legal framework.

According to the University of Idaho Greeks, the organization has grown in recent years, with an increase in membership and participation in university events. The University of Idaho Greeks is a member of the National Greek Honor Society, which recognizes individuals who have demonstrated academic excellence and leadership in Greek life.

However, the organization has faced challenges in recent years, including concerns about alcohol consumption and hazing practices. The University of Idaho Greeks has implemented various initiatives to address these issues, including education programs and increased enforcement of university policies.

The future of the University of Idaho Greeks is uncertain, as a proposed budget cut could result in the loss of funding for the organization. The organization is currently in the process of developing a strategic plan to address these challenges and ensure the continued success of Greek life at the University of Idaho.
**Ermwood 24-Hour Resort**

U1 minorities few, but present

By Beth Green

Faculty member

At the University of Idaho multicultral student make up about five and a half percent of the student body, said Don Walker, the director of the Office of Minority Affairs (OMA). The student body is made up of about 27 percent Native American, two percent Asian or Pacific Islander, and two percent Hispanic and of the percent Asian-American she said.
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BIG, from A1

at the UI (Goal 1: Objective 2).

The new student body has shown its enthusiasm by participating in the annual Greek Week activities, which is the final event of the academic year. The new students are expected to continue the traditions of their home institutions. The UI has a strong tradition of academic excellence and is known for its strong programs in engineering and computer science.

The UI is also home to a large and diverse student body, which includes students from all over the world. The university offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, and is known for its strong emphasis on research and innovation. The UI is ranked among the top universities in the United States, and is a leader in many fields, including engineering, business, and the sciences.

The UI has a strong tradition of student involvement, and is home to a large number of student organizations. These organizations provide students with opportunities to engage in extracurricular activities, and to develop leadership and teamwork skills. The UI also has a strong academic community, and is home to many talented and dedicated faculty members.

The UI is a wonderful place to work and study, and I encourage all UI students to take advantage of the many opportunities that the university has to offer.
Rise of police power causes beer riots

By Greg Metten
Argonaut Columnist

Nov. 25, 1985

Sure, beer is in the news again. Slightly over 18 years ago, the beer tax was 30 cents a gallon. Now it's over $1 and it's going to 60 cents before next year. And it's sometime in the last few weeks of the school year. Since the first beam of sunlight in the streets in March, or large, almost exactly follows the most significant factors in our population's daily lives. We're all sick of it.

In 1967, I'm sure many of you have heard the stories about the December 7th attacks. The police were in a constant struggle to control the crowds. It was a time of great relief for many. People were happy to see a police force that could control the situation.

We've learned to expect the worst in our lives. We no longer trust the police. We no longer believe that they will do what's right. We no longer believe that they will keep us safe. We no longer believe that they will be there for us when we need them. We no longer believe that they will be honest. We no longer believe that they will be fair. We no longer believe that they will be impartial. We no longer believe that they will be professional. We no longer believe that they will be effective. We no longer believe that they will be accountable.
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Editor gives thanks to campus heroes

By Andrew T. White
"Editor in Chief"

Fairly periodically throughout the existence of the University of Idaho Campus, whimsy awards for different reasons recognize the dedication of members of the university community. The recipients of university wide recognition should be proud of themselves as the accomplishments attested are truly deserving and a reflection on the respected individuals hard work, dedication and enthusiasm towards the university.

As this review year for all intents and purposes marks my online undergraduate education, I can state in my only truly meaningful endeavors, I can take a string of truly exemplary members of this university community who have inspired and motivated the personality I have in my ways, the current honor of special recognition, as well as several other members who have made unmeasurable and tangible contributions to other students and the college community.

Do you know anybody who has astoundingly given her time and compassion for the betterment of the university experience? For some it is a professor, it is someone you have become personally attached to, a fellow student, Greek alumnus, or another member of the university community. In my experience at the University of Idaho, this campus is particularly susceptible to the flourish of exceptional relationships throughout the campus environment.

I will elaborate on several members, or for the purpose of this review, the campus community that have made significant impressions on my university experience and have been a source and a representation of many of the individual's heroically mentioned.

The hardest working student I ever met on campus was Flo Neaf. U-aims and currently a third-year medical student in the Washington University College of Medicine's School of Medicine. Flo Neaf was an undergraduate driving to gain acceptance into medical school realized in the "college work ethic" of studying among other aspects of life in general. I have to admit the current students in the College of Medicine, know that Flo Neaf is a bus individual and attribute much of my success to his existence in the back corner. My study car was located next to his. Near barely opened and closed the library dozen times a week. Have you ever heard of, or know David Mucci? One of the most talented and respected members of the UI campus is Mucci. Mucci has an acute ability to use his athleticism as a student mentor and friend are amazing alumni make it a part when visiting campus to still visit and visit the man with who has provided irreplaceable advice and guidance throughout the years. When a student has a problem they not only feel comfortable approaching Mucci, but due to his credentials and his ability to provide advice that results in a positive manner is amazing. Everybody needs to have a second mentor who will provide a positive influence. If you are lucky enough to have Mucci as your mentor, please make it a point to do so! — Guarantee it will enhance your experience as a student, he's an incredible person.

UI President Richard Holmer serves as an embodiment of everything that makes this university unique and special. He places a special emphasis on developing personal relationships with students, faculty, staff, and alumni that is characteristic of the UI's tradition, conviviality, and culture. I would like to provide some insight into my relationship with Holmer, a student's perspective.

During my sophomore year Holmer began his tenure at UI, succeeding President Beal who served as the interim president in 1993. He was specifically nominated with Holmer was when I jogged with him around campus on a chilly Moscow morning. Holmer dressed in sweats pants, a jogging pick- et, hat and sneaker's comfort wasn't the appearance I was expecting of a university president. When I was told we were going jog- ging around campus with the president I thought it would be doing a great part of UI's unique campus walk and I was for my body to jog behind the golf cart! Holper start arrive in a golf cart, and while incidental at the tiny impression of Holmer as a hero and part of campus was impressive.

I know my experiences are not unique.

During the spring of my sophomore year, I along with approximately 30 other stubborn students emailed in Holmer's rel- evant security policy class, the most affected students, and myself, petitioned to change the university's security policy for student activities. Holmer's reaction to the email was my direct analysis of the policies and assisted the endowment of my pursuit of an interdisciplinary liberal arts education. Holmer continues to offer the class and in my rec- ommendation that any student who is interested in creating meaningful change in the world, at the same time engaging in school and society, who has an interest in extra-curricular security policy, which Holmer clearly endorsed, from the number of published works authored by him and his engaging method of teaching, that you experience the class. An abate of notes to the campus community is Holmer's responsiveness to suggestions from students on how to enhance the campus experience. I speak for all students when I ask that they appreciate the opportunity to have our constraints properly, taken in the pursuit of improving the UI. I personally can attest for anything.

Sergio Brown to progress Argonaut into 2000

By Andrew T. White
"Editor in Chief"

As I prepare to graduate, I will also be passing my relationship to Sergio Brown, a senior English major from Nampa, Idaho, and current productions and operations manager for the Argonaut. Next year the Argonaut will feature a technological advancement, a tool that incorporates both the creative and practical approach to journalism, while financially the trend has been set this year's Argonaut will focus on new-wave innovation and personalization of the Argonaut.

Next year as part of this year's main emphasis all news stories will have web addresses that will provide additional coverage information on the subject of story. If you are interested by the article you can have the main news necessary to research additional information for your purposes. The Argonaut Innovation will help us tell the trend in the college newspaper industry.

As you have probably noticed, the front page today was designed digitally. This design focus will help explode the "hard" market and college media extinction that is essential for the university and local paper and also the university and local college market and world.

As part of the Argonaut's planned technolog- ical revolution, the management hopes to in- clude our innovation in presentations to other college, secondary and industry newspapers. For example, through the presentation of the technological emphasis of a newspaper to secondary high schools, such as the Argonaut will ensure next year's principal in Idaho and Washington, the subsequent desired result by this newspaper will be a higher rate of Argonaut employment, recruitment, and retention. In the private and public sector industry newspapers, magazine, and other print medi- a our focus will be on the highlighted elements of Argonaut Innovation which is built to help Argonaut staff secure employment with the respective establishments. The current and future Argonaut manage- ment believes it is imperative this newspaper is able to adapt, adjust and innovate as the world around us becomes more focused on the technological revolution occurring in America and across the globe.

This year I founded the "Argonaut Online" with the interaction of our network and contribu- tion to this point. Next year Brown and I along with the rest of the editorial board for Argonaut Online edition A campus, an edition that will be a personalized campus experience for all students. Additionally, the Argonaut will extend our internet presence to all UI alumni, with a spe- cial emphasis of Vandal Athletics. The Argonaut will strive to be a college leader and innovator in the area of web page design, usability and versatility. The web page will also be the key to the potential success of various alumni to the support of the entire organization fairly.

Also next to my new paper will be the Brown's addition of Argonaut staff in this task this system will allow any Argonaut reader with a question about an article to have the author of the paper electronically for clarification or rewrites. Many other major newspapers in the industry have adopted the feature.

Myself as an interested alumni of the Argonaut and Brown will strive to associate with the professional aspect of the Argonaut\news technolog- ical innovation. All stories will have web page addresses for additional information, e-mail subscriptions, contact us, and a full service web page that will enhance and expand our exist- ing print version. It is our goal to have the Argonaut article as a part of the Argonaut online newspaper, the college campus, and print and multimedia. The Argonaut will strive to produce newspapers such as the Spokesman-Review of Spokane, Wash., and the Idaho Statesman. If those in the pursuit of illustrating to the future of print journalism.

While I have mentioned many of the new beginnings in this column the future Argonaut will incor- porate the many new报纸 technologies; there are numerous other aspects that will be unveiled next year. It will be an exciting and innovative year for the Argonaut. Major goal that Brown and we all strive to achieve is guiding the Argonaut into the new millennium with more technologically up to date issues.
Go Vandals!

By Andrew White T. Cigar

It hasn’t felt good to be a Vandals in a long time. I’m especially thankful to all the student-athletes, who’ve been willing to serve, work hard, and focus on personal and team development. We’ve taken care to make sure our student-athletes are ready to make the most of their time here. A student and, future alumna, I’m honored to be a part of this special event.

I’m proud to share that the event will be held at our Eggs plush. The event will feature various activities to help you and your family prepare for the rest of the academic year. We’ll have raffle prizes, goodie bags, and food to enjoy. The event will be held on campus.

The event starts at 9:00 a.m. and will conclude by 11:00 a.m. We hope to see you there!

Brown, from AS
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delivered in a classroom. The event will include talks by various speakers, including representatives from local businesses and organizations.

Director of Worship and Development Pastors: Jill C. Pasco 802-242-9944 and Pastor: Mike Swanson 802-365-9944
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Argonaut pays tribute to the odd

Web-page for those who put GamesFirst!

By Ben Morrow

University of Arizona

Conjure up the image of a sin-
ning, loathsome, loutish, dead
ly, odious human being—of
how he looks, walks, talks, and
beholds the world. There he
stands, 10 feet tall, middle
aged, fat, ugly, dour, and
ugly. He looks at the world and
wonders why he is here. He
tweets, swears, icebats, and
stuff, and he is so unbike-like
that the very air around him
should congeal with fear.

By John C. Hunt

University of Kentucky

There is a little boy called
Mike in a nursery school. He
is a bit of a scamp. He
plays with his brothers and
sisters and has fun doing it. He
will be 3 in a few weeks.

By Justice Larson

Online Editor and Star Wars News

In a little while, Captain Ahab
will be in your room, studying
strangely at you. Ahab is a
man of a few words but long en-
ough to grab a copy of the
newest issue of *Star Wars*
news. He appears to be
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Bunnyfoot Charm gets shaft in Pullman

Viva 2001 Skyline/Bell fellow bands, you'll want to check out the upcoming events in the Pullman area. This Friday, May 3, at 8:30 p.m., at the Pullman Civic Center, the 3rd annual Pullman Spring Concert will be held. The concert will feature a variety of local and regional bands, including Bunnyfoot Charm. Tickets are $10 in advance and $15 at the door. For more information, call 882-7619.

REVIEW

Bunnyfoot Charm is a local indie rock band composed of six members: lead singer/guitarist Jordan Hall, bassist Wyatt Jones, drummer David Knowlton, guitarist/violinist Christian Neat, keyboardist/vocalist Matt Schab, and guitarist/vocalist Ashleigh Enos. The band has been together since 2016 and has released three albums: "Not Tonight," "The 57th Time," and "Reverie." They are known for their catchy melodies, lively stage presence, and engaging performances.

Lyrical elements such as "out of my mind tonight" and "If you don't see the sun in my eyes, you're seeing red" are replayed in choral, but full of truck punk attitude. Jordan'scząskowski talked about the need for music in one's life, and how music brought him to Pullman.

Unfortunately the band's big debut was tad bit bitty because one song could be sung or had a bit of a problem. But it was a brief event. The band was light on it's feet with the always energetic Christian Neat leading the way. The lead singer, Jordan Hall, was an absolute delight to watch.

The instrument dynamic of the Gardneres was enhanced by their fun stage presence.

The BDR is a welcome addition to Pullman with its unique style and energetic performances. The instrument dynamic of the Gardneres was enhanced by their fun stage presence.

The Gardneres are a welcome addition to Pullman with its unique style and energetic performances. The instrument dynamic of the Gardneres was enhanced by their fun stage presence.

Other local bands, Vitamin K and Carapah, performed. Bring out more youthful energy the vocalists were harmonically sung and scatting. Their lyrics were down to earth and touched on themes that many can relate to. They even threw in some "who's it" in one song, living up to their social media selves.

Capricorn started off well, but with their last song, they had melded into one over amplified medley. This may have been due in part to the inefficient acoustics of the Java Lava.

Overall, the show continued a few good hours of genuine youthful musical catharsis and ample opportunity to indulge in social residue habits made the warm walls of the Java Lava.

We'll be back on Friday. Check us out on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat. We're @Bunnyfootcharm. And don't forget to check out our new album out now, "Reverie."
The Price of Books Eating to Alive?

Bite Back with Book Buyback

7 Days of Buyback
Saturday & Monday-Saturday
Monday-Saturday, 7:30 am – 5:30 pm
Saturdays, 10 am-4 pm
May 8 & 9

For your convenience, also buying at Wallace Complex
(in Hallway next to Cafeteria)
Monday-Friday, May 10-19
8:00 am - 3:00 pm

885-6469
www.bookstore.uidaho.edu
uibooks@uidaho.edu
Congratulations Graduates!

The School of Communication proudly presents its spring 1999 graduates!

Donna Anderson
Nick Makris
Taylor Sawyer
Travis Anderson
Tommy Neufert
Lucy Babin
Jessica Baron
Jennifer Thuesen
Dakota Burkett
Kathy Fan
Kristi Baier
Linda Fajardo
Allison Bakke
Steve Balmer
Rebecca Andeen
Tanya Butter
Zachary Gehman
Kris Stoffel
Jeffrey Clark
Amy Cobern
Kaitlin Cramer
Monique Davy
Kathleen DeCino
Kara Dornier
Gary Dyer
David Ericks
Toni Demore
Jenifer Fruin
Lauren Patrick
Nate Gettman
Wayne Gettman
Jason Gevel
Kari Halvorsen
Carri Scott
Shane Soder
Stephanie Isaac
Sandra Isley
Brendel Kirby
Laura Lentine
Polly Litter
Eric Long
Andrew Langley
Lindsey McQuade
Clare McQuade
Brian Oakland
Mary-Pen Panisa
Anton Pedersen
Brandon Rue
Caitlin Scharps
Matthew Skyly
Timothy Solar
Kristine Sommers
Valerie Sunquist
Jerry Vandenberg
Tara Vanderklugt
Wendy Vanlent
Jordan Watson
Andrea Wilks
Shannon Wilson
Jada Zimmerman

U of I - Class of '99
Thomas Patrick Bailey
You've broadened your horizons and opened the door to an exciting future. We're so proud.

Daron Scott Barkdoll
You have always been a constant source of joy and pride. We admire you so.

U of I - Class of '99
Jason W Cochran
While you look towards the future always remember your past. We're so proud of you!

Gary Vance Eggars
Lots of hard work. Lots of fun. Now you're done. Congratulations Son. We're very proud.

The College of Agriculture would like to congratulate the following graduates:

Beckalueree
Agricultural Economics
Linda Christensen
Surina Francis Fernandez
Rene Lee Johnson
Rex Casey Hail
Gail Nicole James Strudwick
Loleta June Strickland
Agricultural Leadership
Kendall Lanette Dull
Lowell Lee Ellis
Lochrisa Fischer
Jeffrey Earl Hnette
Eric Kenneth Johnson
John Ray Johnson
Nasty Sall McVoy
Julia Charla May
Diane Ellis Pearson
Margaret Marie Roethelle
Aimee Jane Bobbitt
Linda Marie Stach
Jason Larry Stansfield
Michael Gail Tamichk
Shelley Mai Waugh
Agricultural Science & Technology
Kerwin Renee Bower
Shawn Allan Erickson
Jim William Field
Dustin Anthony Helke
Justin Charles Pittman
Margaret Rose Pederson
Stephanie Jo Simpson
Timothy Jason Black
Kaseyline Lorraine Velasquez
Isaac Adam Wright
Jake J. Zebell
Agricultural Food Science
Dustin Anthony Baker
Melissa Ann Murphy
Elizabeth Kathryn Pederson
Tara Ann Oldeem
Shannon Marie Granger
Kathryn Anne Heil
Trent Olden Huber
Rayna Scottie Johnson
Benjamin Smith Lonberg
John Scott Patterson
Andrew Wayne Peterson
Jennifer Leigh Savage
Jake Scottni Smartly
Veterinary Science
Trisa Lynn DAVIS

The Department of Recreation Celebrates Their 1999 Spring Graduates

Nik Alexakis
Subhane Biloz
Emirte Christiansen
Erik Larsen
James Mills
Mario Trivelpziel
Chad Wade
Matthew Wdekling
Evan Wyche
Cloe Nuckolls
Sommer Baldwin

The Army ROTC Department would like to Congratulate their 1999 Graduates and Newly Commissioned Officers

Sommertime Baldwin
Robert Creason
Kenneth De Ceille
Darren Hasse
Nicolene Jaramillo
Christina Kirkland
Greg Little

Outstanding Accomplishment

Congratulations!
The College of Art & Architecture congratulates their Class of 1999

Undergraduates:
- Rachel Balackin
  - Anne Catherine Bell
- Brooke Reese Brezing
- Kevin C. Butler
- Cadey Michael Clark
- Annie S. Collins
- Irene L. Conner
- Jay T. Craig
- Curtis D. Jacobs
- Dale Bradley Collins
- Lisa M. Grimes
- Joseph Tyon Davis
- Michael LeRoy Dennis
- Thomas E. Deine
- Christopher Lee Odell
- Ryan G. Donald
- Shon A. Gates

Graduate:
- Michele Sue Anderson
  - Elizabeth Louise Anger
  - Mark William Balentine
  - Barrie Brooks
  - David Brady
  - Andrew C. Cachey
  - Jason William Cochran
  - Jace C. D. Conlisk
  - chopping Paul Conner
  - Michael LeRoy Dennis
  - Dain G. Dougerty
  - Ryan Shanee De
  - Kathy Kathleen Fewkes
  - Elyon Dugan Gwinn
  - George David Hager
  - James Akunon
  - Bradley Scott Kaul
  - John Michael King

The Psychology Department would like to Congratulate the Following Graduates

Hobart Carl Newton - B.A.
- Amanda J. Abers - B.S.
  - Andrea Dawn Anderson - B.S.
  - Leah Jo Ann Babbington - B.S.
  - Lapman Barnes - B.S.
  - Bryn Miffin Berube - B.S.
  - Russell Glenn Branim - B.S.
  - Kevin Patrick Byrne - B.S.
  - Gina Marie Castoro - B.S.
  - Glen Travis Depute - B.S.
  - Tara Lyn Fout - B.S.
  - Tia Lee Goodwin - B.S.
  - Joelle Marie Hodgdon - B.S.
  - Victor Jeremiah Holker - B.S.
  - Erin Shea Hoyles - B.S.
  - Nicole Kreskine Jaramillo - B.S.
  - Timothy Wayne Jennings - B.S.
  - Cheri Michelle Jensen - B.S.
  - Brandon Robert Jessup - B.S.
  - Donald Brian Jordan - B.S.
  - Carl Ann Keller - B.S.
  - Natalie Jill Ker - B.S.
  - Bonnyblue Kukula - B.S.
  - Yeonora Faye Laforge - B.S.
  - Trisha Jo Mitchell-Uhman - B.S.
  - Shannaen Karen Moore - B.S.
  - Teresa Lynn Myers - B.S.
  - Heather Lee Norvechi - B.S.
  - Sarah Ann O'Dell - B.S.
  - Julie Lynn Oslinger - B.S.
  - Jeffrey William Peterson - B.S.
  - Shoshana K. Peyer - B.S.
  - Sarah Jo Riff - B.S.
  - Sarah Renee Reed - B.S.
  - Anthony David Rosseth - B.S.
  - Joy Ann Rooper - B.S.
  - Debra Ann Shipley - B.S.
  - Nicole Denise Siddoway - B.S.
  - Cami Marie Stevenson - B.S.
  - Theresa Ann Stuber - B.S.
  - Ryon Gerald Talbot - B.S.
  - Rod Roy Taylor - B.S.
  - Zachary Franklin Van Matre - B.S.
  - Brian Thomas Votoloni - B.S.
  - Kristin Ruth Wolden - B.S.
  - Tracy Lee Weimer - B.S.
  - Steven Wer - B.S.
  - LoriAnn Huber Watson - B.S.
  - Terry G. Ballard - M.S.
  - Corey J. Boyle - M.S.
  - Imelda J. Daly - M.S.
  - Theresa June Lanacy - M.S.
  - Elise Michelle Lindahl - M.S.
  - Lauren Sarah Manning - M.S.
  - Timothy Andrews Meaders - M.S.
  - Michael Dale Musgrove - M.S.
  - Scott Allen Ruesch - M.S.
  - Karl L. Schreiber - M.S.
  - Takeshi Tanaka - M.S.

Congratulations!!!

U of I - Class of '99
Christopher J. Garcia
You are beginning a new journey. We wish you the very best!

U of I - Class of '99
James "Eric" Holbrook
You're on your way!

U of I - Class of '99
Shawna Muriel Johansen
"Keep It Clear"
Are we proud or what!

U of I - Class of '99
Melissa D. Aresen
You're special. We're proud of you. The world is all yours.

U of I - Class of '99
Robert Lustig
We're all right. As always, live well, laugh often, love much.

Congratulations 1999 Spring Graduates!

Undergraduate Students
- Stanley Bates, Plant Science
- Leilinda Castro, Soil Science
- David Hawley, Plant Science
- Claude Hawley, Plant Science
- Andrew Hornbeck, Soil Science
- David Voels, Plant Science
- Tony Kruse, Plant Science
- John Marshall, Plant Science
- Stephen Schreiber, Plant Science
- Jonathan Stollberg, Plant Science
- James Tucker, Plant Science
- Brian Winz, Plant Science

Graduate Students
- David Bellis, Plant Science
- Susan Flugel, M.S., Entomology
- Margo Hakme, PhD, Plant Science
- Collen Hansen, M.S., Soil Science
- Bradley Hannan, M.S., Plant Science
- Laura Hanson, M.S., Soil Science
- Karen L. M. Lo, M.S., Entomology
- Alpho Ll, PhD, Plant Science
- Todd Linscott, PhD, Plant Science
- Jane Mathison, M.S., Entomology
- Takuji Noma, Ph.D., Entomology
- Suzanne Sanders, M.S., Plant Science
- Michael Walters, M.S., Entomology
- Linda Wilson, PhD, Entomology
- Stephen Young, M.S., Plant Science

From the Department of Plant, Soil and Entomological
Sciences

Congratulations!!
The Computer Science Department Would Like to Congratulate their 1999 Graduates!

Najwa Abu Bakar
Ambike Babaraj
Daniel Dugan
Sebastian Elbaum
Dennis Ellis
Sol Espinosa
Edward Evans
Russell R. Gold
Chris Hall
Bradford Harvey
Richard Hatcher
Andrew Hoobing
Yue-Sheng Hou
Leslie Marie Hugo
Josh Kenyon
David Korvis
Ben Lewis
Zachary Libby
Yang Li
Benjamin Lyons
Joel Marlow
Kevin Marshall
Nazar Mohd.Nor
Normizah Mohd.Som
Mark Olive
Miles Penner
Nasim Powers
Ronald Russell
Hershel Shelton
Josh Starkey
Mark Wilterson
Jeremiah Warren
Ian Williams
Zac Woodall
Vivid York
Enhong Zhou

The College of Business and Economics would like to congratulate the following graduates:

Lonne Jaye Higgins
David Lee Holtham
John Michael Hogue
Joseph Theodore Horas
Emily Marie Hove
James Patrick Huggins
James A. Johnson
John Brett Jones
Felix Kudukwele Kamgirina
Brian Henry King
Lindsay Dawn Kiser
Carmen Maria Knuts
Jenal David Kockers
John Arthur Kurz
Shingirai Christopher Kwambwa
Delia Walter Leatham
Toby Michael Leonerre
Jeffrey Russell London
Mona Lukis
Bradley Kevin MacDonald
Brian S. Malby
Michael Cherone Mangot
Stacy Diane Mann
Jeron Scott Maukin
Jame Lee May
Molly Caroline McDaniel
Russell Kent Marril
Geoffrey Russell Clayton Metts
Elizabeth Jane Mayer
Tammy Jo Meyer
Jawada Lyn Miller
Mark Thomas Mills
Staci Dale Min
Tanees Carol E. Morgan
Gaspar Reid Manciga
Marina Muntzer
Chad Richard Munro
Vincent R. Myers
Sera Lynn Newton
Chad D. Nockime
James C. O'Brien
Samuel Reine Ogle
Matthew Robert Osmidte
Christina Kay Olsen
Charles Edward Perkins
Cecil Manuel Perkins
Nathan Wellington Pickering
Heather Dawn Piggott
Marc Priest
Ryan William Randall
Thomas Franklin Rayner
Terence Lynn Roaman
Stephen William Rogers
Mark Allen Sass
Milton Chase Saven
Jonathan Scott Smith
Justin William Stryker
Michael Edward Dahle
Laura Susana Suarez
Eben Sutton
Zachary Benjamin Turner
David Paul Turnock
Toshiona Toshikino
Jonzel James Towriss
John Myron Tsuwa
Ignacio Roberto Velazquez
Holden Lynn Vann
Andrew Chase Verde
Fernando Vilabos
Raymond Cortez Wile
Mathew Darrius Warren
Chad Cameron Whitney
Jason Eugene Wilts
Scott Lawrence Wilts
Joseph de Louis Young

The Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources Proudly Announces their 1999 Spring Graduates!

Bachelor of Science
Todd E. Baldwin
James P. Blaschke
Joseph Butler
Lisa Ann Conley
Adam J. DeYoung
Rebecca Jo Dutro
Jill R. Edgin
Benjamin Factor
Christian R. Gaskill
Robert P. Glennon
Lee J. Jenkins
John A. Krucke
Angelita M. Max
John A. McDonald
Jodi G. Neil
Sherrie B. Olson
Eric L. Owen
Robert D. Ryhan
Danielle J. Swift
Thuy T. Truex
Kathleen Versteeg
Melissa R. Winters
Kathy Jo Stephan

Master of Science
David E. Biever
John E. Conner
Robert C. Gordon
Glenn C. Mudield
Timothy L. Nighengale
Gary A. Nofreling

Doctor of Philosophy
Stephen Hayes

The International Programs Office congratulates graduating international students. These listed and those whose names we may have missed:

ARGENTINA
Marcelo Micayaga
Sebastian Eklestein
Sol Espinosa

BHUTAN
Tsering Namgay

CAMBODIA
Svantein Anamvo

CANADA
Ismae Lajouy

FRANCE
P. R. Carmo
Liang Xiaoy
Thomas E. Lyden
Agnes Li
Hao Lin
Hongbo Yang
Wan Shen
Gun Li
Nuo Qing
Song Li
Xiaojing Zhong
Yangliang Xiong
Tingzhao Xie
Zhichen Yang

EQUADOR
Elsa Marie Carstel
Ilynn Ewel

GUATEMALA
Arturo J. Pauzunov
HOMORAS
Asamando Ayala-Reyes
INDIA
Bhumei Phoobagin
Caesar Pereira
Junalyn Pastore
JAPAN
Hirono Ane
Hiroshi Sunagawa
Yumiko Takahashi
Takahiro Taniwaki
Takui Noma
KOREA
Aiko Matsumoto Marci
Ainie Toma-Kaney

MALAYSIA
Ferdinad Leisan
Hwa Kwang Tan
Ngah Aki-Baker
Nurani Iwai Mohd Nor
Zaidar Zain
NEPAL
Kupa Phumri

POLAND
Milosz Stekn

RUMANIA AND YUGOSLAVIA
Steven Leonmann

RUSSIA
Godfrey Minnifield

VENEZUELA
Ana Maria Varas-Furini

YUGOSLAVIA
Bratislav Dragovic

The University of Idaho Argonaut
The Student Union Would Like to Congratulate Their 1999 Graduates

Curt Wozniak - ASUI Lobbyist, Union Computer
Mike Koelsch - ASUI Productions
Jon Brandel - ASUI Productions
Lindsey Matos - Building Manager
Sarah Offtedal - Desk Manager UBB
Bradyl Bjerum - Facility Maintenance
Jermal Krokas - Facility Maintenance

U of I - Class of ’99

Jennifer Rogers
We knew all those camping trips would eventually pay off.
Congratulations, Mom & Dad

U of I - Class of ’99

Tricia Smalley
First smile, First steps, First words and now a Law school GRAD!
We are very proud.
Love you, Mom & Dad

U of I - Class of ’99

Kevin Leigh Taylor
We are so proud of you for sticking with your goal and finishing college.
Here’s to more success in the yrs. ahead.
Mom and Dad

The Department of History Would like to congratulate the following graduates:

Phil Allen
Ryan Brant
Marc Geiger
Jason Fuehrer
Barbara Hallett
Amber Hartz
Kirk Hassing
Kenny Internal
Michael T. Jones

Kirk Leichtner
Scott Mahurin
Jennifer Moolend
Michael McReynolds
Samuel Mooney
Amy Gibson Nelson
Craig Seiberg

Christopher Thompson
Jennifer Thurman
Robert Ussel
David Wiborg
Holly Williams
David Young
Kathryn Zarsa, MAT
Jeff Olson, MA

The College of Mines and Earth Resources Extends Best Wishes to Their Graduates and Welcomes Them to the COMER Constituent Alumni Association, C2A2.

Guy William Adams
Delores Jean Aggerbein
Flavio M. Almeida
LaursteeelAndreas
Michael 'Mike' Anderson
Evie Jason Amsari
All Mohamed Re-Salim
Patrick Timothy Barnett
Teal William Berman
MichaeIla John Blythe
Michael Beaven Blair
Joseph Kenneth Booth
Jason Charles Brooks
Peter J. Buttler
James K. Campbell
Mark Harold Clark
David Lawrence Doci
Robert Steven Dain-Douglas
Holly DeMert
Charles Wesley Didou
Katsuki Diou

Christopher K. Duncan
David C. Duncan
See Monster Eklof
Charles Neil Furness
Kevin Gunton Windes
Eric Leroy Fishclimise
Paul Eric Gibson
Bruce Gilliard
George Wilson Gendler
Eric Edward Grove

Daphne Harvanto
William Russell Hawkins
Darren William Hesse
Jason Sherry Hyl
Paul Andrew Holok
Shane Christopher Hopkins
Daniel Mark Howard
Jeffrey Thomas Howell
Stacey Joy Johnson
Daniel Wesley Kalsbach
Dawen Sehen Koenig
Amanda Joan Klusk
Shawn Clyde Lin
Mark D. Lovell
Joshua Ryan McAs
Heather Dawn Mann
Wesleyon Jeffery Mc
Cewn Daniel Mather
Michael Shawn McCorm
Sam Daniel Perkel Michaels
Della Diene Moore
Gary Brian Mures
Joseph Michael Namkivi
Terry Naumann
Robin Elizabeth Nimere
Zachary Ryan Oatley
Charles Bruce Peggles
Zhane Peng
Jack Lea Peerce
Gerald H. Potter
David Carl Powell

Vernon Ian Presto
Kurt Leslie Pretzel
Brian William Reynolds
Gregory Daniel Robinson
Michael James Rohr
Chuck William Rotta
William Lance Roth
James Earl Russell
Donald Craig Saune
Aaron S. Seyler
Tara A. Shackle
Alan Kenneth Schert
Garold Sarah
Elia Nichol Smee
Catherine Teresa Steket
Philip Lawrence Smith
Mercedez Steket

Brant Benjamin Edward Sturter
Daniel Douglas Thompson
Scott Michael Utter
Ara Maria Verca
Edger Enrique Vogel
Bruce William Wakefield

Andrew David Weatherpoon
Sara V. West

Congratulations 1999 Mechanical Engineering Graduates!!!

Thomas P. Bailey
Jennifer Camping
Rick Carpenter
Gary Dodge
Jana M. Dunphy
Andrew Finch
Lovician Ford
Michael P. Geyer
John Godal
Terry R. Haddock
Jason T. Hepper
Nathan T. House
Clifton Kendrick
Gordon D. Lance
Robert L. Lustig

Chad MacDonald
Shelley J. Melkonen
Daryn J. Mooreen
Arturo Jose Palu
James M. Richards
Steven B. Scott
Joshua P. Semont
Karl Sutton
Benjamin H. Tolman
Shere L. Uhlenbott
Tricia S. Uoyer
David L. Wilson
Joshua Wilson
Nathan E. Wolsley
William A. Zornik

The College of Engineering would like to congratulate their 1999 Graduates!

Niles Abzalisk
Michael Adams
Colby Abzalisk
Thomas Bailey
Heather Baune
Geoff Bauder
Jacob Birmingham
Brady James Bjornsen
Jennifer Canning
Rick Carpenter
Mike Carter
Sharon Marie Clabby
Devin Cole
Christopher Comstock
Jeramy Dillon
Drew Dittrich
Gary Dodge
Daniel Doggart
Jana Dunphy
Anna Lily Dustin
David Ellis Lupects
Lucas Falco
Andrew Finch
Jay Fisher
Lorean Ford

David Roger Fuhrman
Christopher Garcia
Michael Geyer
John Godal
Russell Gold
Michael Graham
Lance Green
Manya Gross
Terry Haddock
Susanna Hall

Chris Hall
Richard Hatcher
Matt Hemphill
Jason Hepper
Christopher Hess
Andrew Hoobig
Ron Horton
Leslie House
Michael Marie Hugo
Clifton Kendrick
Gordon D. Lance
Robert L. Lustig

Jeffrey Paul
Lucas Piquet
Nathan Powers
Matt E. Price
Jamie Richards
Dan Royo.

Zafer Arzober Abdul Salam
Steven Scott
Josh Semler
Josh Sweeney
Limea Stewart
Karl Sutton
Aaron Tal
Nathan Thompson
Benjamin Tolm 
Alvin Twoshell
Dahiel Rulon Tyler
Shereen Uhorlehen
Kenton Veeder
Tricia Vedder
Steven G. Walker
Mark Waters
Nathan Warren
Jeremiah Warren
Tin Widdo

Allen E. Willey
Matthew Wilford
David Wilford
Iarn Williams
Joshua Wilson
Nathan Woolsey
Stoney Yvel
e
William York
Jason Zarzott
William Zornik

CONGRATULATIONS!